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“Versailles” by “Victoria du Monde” is a premium collection of silk plaster with decorative additives
imitating precious materials. 

Designed by French designers, inspired by the interiors of the VERSAILLES palace  
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The luxurious interiors of the legendary Versailles palace inspired the exquisite 
collection of plaster by Victoria Du Monde, named after it. A palette of 20 incredible 
shades was designed to create elegant and stylish interiors. Pastel and rich tones of 
precious stones are highlighted by interspersed splashes of silver and gold additives. 

Versailles I
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Elegant office
with Versailles V 108

Perfect in every detail, the home office was created to distract you from the surrounding world and to get you in a working mood.
The complex colour scheme of the room is woven from wenge wood, satin curtains and a soft carpet in a dusty rose shade, light parquet 
and grey and silver walls coated with Versailles V108 silk plaster. Simple shapes of furniture and lamps balance the colour scheme 
and complement the stylish modern interior. 

About the project

Cool tones with silver splashes are the solution for discreet interiors. These shades look harmoniously with soft tint wood or stone floors, 
with textiles and furniture in noble and sophisticated colours: smoky pink, ash grey or graphite. Decors and accents can be in black and 
white or silver colours. 

About material
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The stylishly designed room is designed as a guest bedroom or children's bedroom. The mint array of the interior coated with silk plaster 
Versailles V102 looks noble and sophisticated with light marble on the floor. A monochrome rug and velour upholstery in a dilute plum 
and chestnut shades soften the metal fittings and furniture. A kid will like the sleeping place for a “big child”, and an adult - interesting 
round lamps. 

About the project

The pastel colours of the collection, with addition of silver leaf, look great with the noble shades of stone and wood: white, silver-grey, 
beige and light coffee, as well as with furniture and decorative elements in pastel or dilute colours, for example, in pink, mint, blue or light 
lilac tones. 

About material

Children’s room in mint green
with Versailles V 102

V 104V 103 V 105V 102
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Art Deco hall
with Versailles V 109

 The hallway in eclectic classics coated with silver-blue Versailles V109 plaster brings you to the fabulous atmosphere of Alice in 
Wonderland. Mirrors, glossy staggered tiles and unusual mirrored furniture create an illusion of a spacious room. Lighting fixtures, decors 
and elegant fittings enhance the “magical” effect and complete the original interior design.

About the project

The deep tones of decorative plasters with silver leaf are ideal for unusual interiors. These coatings will look especially elegant with cold 
tones of stone or wood. You can emphasise the beauty of the shade of the material by pieces of furniture in a similar palette, as well as 
decors made of metal and mirror surfaces.

About material
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 Exquisite bedroom
with Versailles V 152
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The light and delicate bedroom coated with silk plaster Versailles V152 in golden beige colour will truly be the most wonderful place for 
relaxation and deep sleep. A triptych in turquoise-gold tones and textiles in green tones add a feeling of freedom to a restrained interior 
in natural colours. Thanks to the large windows, mirrored facades of the wardrobe and crystal lamps, the room is filled with air. 

About the project

Warm tones of plasters are created for cosy and luxurious interiors of living rooms. These shades are combined with 
rich wood textures in brown or beige tones, furniture in milky and cream colours, as well as with textiles in marine or 
herbal colour palette. 

About material
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The unusual living room, or mini-library, coated with Versailles V157 silk plaster in golden orange colour is marvellous. The velvet 
upholstery of the sofa in deep berry shade blends harmoniously with the bright walls, dark floor and light carpet. While the classic stucco 
and fireplace contrast with the modern chandelier, tables with natural motives, and abstract paintings. The eclecticism of the interior 
helps to fill everyday life with holiday feeling and the taste of life. 

About the project

Bright and rich colours with gold splashes will decorate modern interiors of living rooms, dining rooms or offices. These tones can 
look especially harmoniously in combination with rich floors, furniture and bright accents in contrasting shades, as well as with 
addition of metallic accents in gold, bronze or brass.  

About material

V 158

Living room with mini-library
with Versailles V 157

V 157V 153
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Dining room with emerald
Versailles V 156

The laconic black-and-white solution of the dining room interior became fascinating thanks to Versailles V156 silk plaster in rich 
green colour with gold leaf. This shade brought the classic contrast to life and balanced the rather austere design of the room. 
While the rounded shape of the dining area, fireplace, soft textiles and lighting made the room for family and friendly meetings 
cosy and comfortable.  

About the project

The classic combination of green colour and golden shine gives the room refined luxury and elegance. In combination with deep 
tones of wood and stone, these shades look especially harmoniously and stylish. You can emphasise their beauty with a neutral 
black and white palette of furniture or with contrasting shades: Marsala or Bordeaux. 

About material
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The Versailles 2 collection by Victoria Du Monde is decorative plasters with metallic sheen in 
20 elegant shades. Unusual texture and shine combined with shades of metals: silver, gold, 
bronze, brass; and stones: sapphires, amethysts, emeralds and opals - make this collection 
unforgettable and unique. The Versailles 2 colour palette is suitable for a variety of interiors: 
from modern minimalistic to rich in details, classic. 

Versailles II
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The original design of the spacious library is filled with contrasts: silver silk plaster Versailles V1121, gold furniture and chandeliers, 
dark chocolate tone of the floor and light marble tables. While the major accent is textiles in burgundy with a repeating geometric 
pattern, emphasized by smooth lines of decor and furniture. 

About the project

The silver palette of plasters with metallic threads is the perfect solution for modern, eclectic interiors. The noble silver shade can 
be combined with burgundy, emerald and sapphire tones. An unusual solution would be to combine silver with bronze, gold or 
brass decors. 

About material

V 1107

 Eclectic living room
with Versailles II V 1121
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The dining room is a special room for dining and heart-warming gatherings with family and not just for that. The interior is based on 
contrasts: golden silk plaster Versailles V1109 with a metallic sheen and velvet curtains in anthracite colour; emerald upholstery of 
chairs and a cognac shade of parquet; a massive painting and an elegant chandelier in form of woven rings. 

About the project

Decorative plasters in a milky-gold palette will adorn your dining room, living room or library. Refined shades with unique textures 
can be either a background for decoration, or the key highlight of the interior. The golden array is ideally combined with deep tones 
of precious stones: emerald, burgundy, as well as with shades of marble, onyx, opal. 

About material

Dining room in gold
with Versailles II V 1109
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Lounge in cream tones with Versailles II V 1105

Blue living room with Versailles II V 1101



The most solitary spot in the house is filled with luxurious, rich textures. Silk plaster Versailles II V1124 in reddish-brown shade, 
noble wood, brass, velvet in the interior are contrasted with bold, exotic tones: sea wave, olive and mango, dark copper and 
anthracite. Laconic lines are balanced by Art Deco details, and matte textures - by shine and shimmer of metal. 

About the project

The copper palette of decorative plasters with delicate shimmering shine designed for bold interiors and unusual colours. The 
golden-red array of plasters looks harmoniously with deep blue-green, burgundy and mustard tones, as well as with black and 
grey shades of minerals: graphite, basalt and obsidian.  

About material

V 1125

Bedroom in bright colours
with Versailles II V 1124

V 1124 V 1126V 1123
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The expressive interior of the bedroom in eclectic style is emphasised by the glitter of Versailles II V1108 silk plaster. The noble 
blue shade of the coating echoes the metal and mirror inserts. The curtains in emerald and silver colours match the ornaments of 
the carpet and bed linen and look harmoniously with the upholstery in indigo. While the laconicism of straight lines on the walls, 
ceiling and furniture facades is diluted with decor circles above the bed head and a rosette on the ceiling. 

About the project

Sophisticated shades of decorative plaster will be appropriate for rooms in modern classics or minimalism styles. The colours of 
the plaster can be highlighted by deep chocolate tones of the flooring as well as the dilute palette of the textiles. Decorative 
elements can be either gold or silver, but in small quantities. 

About material

Expressive bedroom
with Versailles II V 1108
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The eclectic dining room design with premium plaster Versailles II V1128 is full of air and summer feeling. The mood is set by the light 
emerald colour of the walls, furniture and textiles in shades of lime, blue and beige stucco mouldings and bright prints of curtains. The 
austere gloss of the marble floor is balanced by a soft carpet, while the massiveness of the sideboard - by weightless lamps with pearl 
petals. Matt surfaces coexist with gloss, creating a cosy and unusual interior for friends’ meetings and family feasts. 

About the project

The palette of four rich shades of decorative plasters designed for connoisseurs of bold and non-standard interior solutions. These tones 
match neutral and calm floor coverings, furniture and textiles and can be supplemented by decorative elements in a silver-grey palette.  

About material

V 1129

Dining room with sideboard
with Versailles II V 1128

V 1128 V 1130V 1127
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